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Well to begin with, I disagree with most of the negative review i've read NB: The following messages are said in a non-sarcastic
manner Let me tell you one thing. Arent you tired of all thoses wanna-be horror-type games yet? CAUSE THIS AIN'T ONE I
adored this game, the riddles are awesomely made (even if SPOILER ALERT D74GZA22 password was USELESS thanks for
the misleading I truly enjoyed it) The overall ambience is thrilling, I played it on NORMAL so I had to find locations to progres
which was awesome This game is worth your time and is bounded to make you jump more than once, just have to take the time
to learn how it is played Graphically speaking, I got nothing to say, they are gorgeous, few visual glitch but it's rather rare I
played with a controller and yes you can't use it to navigate through the menu, but whatever and once in game pressing start to
open pause menu will require you to use the mice again, but you can also just press start again to close it also once you paused
the game, you can't look up and down that is true. but it RB/R1 Running button and it's instantly unjammed Overall I found it
very playable with the controler I didn't had an hardtime at all tho gotta admit I wish I could've set the sensibility but that's about
it, it's a personnal coice anyway sensibility set as it is didn't prevented me from having fun and that's not something that got me
killed eiter True I wish there was more place available to explore (btw entering a building that isn't among the primary one are
secondary therefore sort of "side-quests") There's a few street with no house explorable (hoped there was at least 1-2 by streets
Also I wish there was more type of monsters but it's okay either way .. The review is positive, BUT, I asked for a refund. you'll
know why. I will be very quick and objective. JUMPSCARES - CHECK STORY - CHECK SCARY ATMOSPHERE - HELL
CHECK HOURS PLAYING - CHECK WORTH THE BUCKS - UNCHECKED. That's why I asked for refund, the game is
good, but not worth this amount of money because the game only plays good in the interior of the houses or whatever (who read
the game description will know what i'm talking about), but on the outside where the game promises to be open world is just a
bunch of houses and repeated monster like SPIDERS, some burned childrens that jump at you and a very creepy girl that I think
was hit by a car or something. Scary enough? It is! But not too much for the money I paid for.. I really had high hopes for this
game but I just can't recommend it. Too many game breaking bugs that prevented me from progressing, the game wouldn't start
on quite a few occasions and froze on me twice.. Was excited to play this but due to recent living arrangements I'm limited to
playing all games on a controller and for whatever reason I can only look horizontally and not up or down. If I can fix this issue I
would be happy to change to a positive.. Good horror themed exploration game. Basic / Mid lvl puzzles. If you enjoy exploring
and finding snippets of lore and collectibles this is for you.. 30 minutes gameplay is probably not enough to say much about this
game, But it was for me. First area, Game was bugged and I couldn't actually complete it to get outside without multiple restarts.
Second area- As soon as I get outside. I couldn't pickup the axe and I could not continue without it. Then I restarted and decided
to give the combat a go. The combat was pretty bland, And that made up my mind to refund this game. The game is just too
buggy for me. It seemed like a great game, It has a lot of potential, The atmosphere and general horror aspect were good. But it
just needs to be fixed before I'm willing to buy/re-buy this game.. Good little open world to explore. Also nice atmosphere with
the town having just that little SIlent Hill feeling to it. But that is where it ENDS. Instead of giving the player real weapons, you
only get crap weapons and for some reason you have to drop them when entering a building??? What about giving us the good
old pistol or shotgun? But it doesn't end there, the enemies are annoying as hell so you are supposed to be running from them, it
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would be okay if the enemies didn't teleport all over the place and the combat wasn't broken + you run so slow it's no use to
even try to outrun any enemies. This games fails on too many aspects, they could have made a nice and entertaining game out of
this. But instead for some reason there are some weird game design decisions that completely ruin the game(for me at least).
Cannot recommend, maybe on sale, but be prepared to play an unpolished game.. I have bought the game and played for around
an hour and enjoying it so far. The game thrives indoors and is at its best there, the open environment aspect is cool and there
are things to collect and do but indoors is where the atmosphere really comes in and the story shines. And is it dark, I just went
to the school and it is so subltle but that place was daaaaaark. It is so good because the game has a story, but the world has a
story of it's own that you can experience by just observing it, if you can connect two dots together you get to a point where you
are like "thats ed up". I highly suggest going to the school first, I was getting a little 'eh' at the game until I went into the school
(my first building in the game) and now I am into it. There are obviously some bugs andto get past and I will be writing a full
review later, the combat is pretty meh, although the blood and slow motion kills are nice (you can toggle slow motion kills on
and off). The game is very well optimised, with a bunch of different graphical settings. There are bombs everywhere which I
don't understand, I assume they play some part in the story, I just don't have them explained to me yet and they're a little
annoying at times. The world resets when you go in and out of buildings, so corpses wont be there anymore but the main thing is
that weapons wont be there anymore, which is annoying because there are lots of 'protected zones' that don't allow weapons so
you have to drop them before-hand and then can't retreive them when you get out. For such a dark game I was a little annoyed at
how long the flashlight lasts before running out of batteries, I have spent a long time hiding waiting for it to recharge, but as
time went on I kind of appreciated the mechanic in a way that I would turn it off if I didn't 'need' it, which led to lots of jump
scares I wasn't expecting. The atmosphere is great, the sound is really nice, it is very eerie, there is some nice background music
at times, you can interact with quite a few objects in the environment. Overall I am enjoying it, it's a little rough around the
edges but yeah it's a nice experience overall so far. But I am only a little bit in and these are just first impressions.
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